Robustness is observed in many biological systems; it is increasingly accepted as a fundamental property of complex evolvable systems [2, 3] , which for instance enables the persistence of a given function in spite of external or internal perturbations. Many examples of robustness can be found in well studied natural system models, such as ant foraging, herding, flocking, schooling [4] , or regulatory networks within cellular and multi-cellular individual organisms [2] . Distributed redundancy (referred to as variety in cybernetics literature or degeneracy in biological systems [5] ) has been observed to be ubiquitous in these and many other natural/biological systems, contributing significantly to their resilience [6]; for instance, in genetic code, many varieties of nucleotide sequences encode the same polypeptide or there are many different ways in which communication may be achieved between animals (even within human language) [5] . Distributed redundancy, as a global system emerging property, or phenomenon, arises out of the individual components interactions and distributed connectivity. It is important to note the difference between regular redundancy and distributed redundancy; the distinction is clearly seen in the comparison between design and selection: For an engineered system, redundancy is built into the design to provide fail-safe operation, unplanned interactions are ruled out, specific functions are aligned with particular components and no adaptation is expected in response to failure. A biological system, on the other hand, has no design, it is evolutionary in nature, any part may change or mutate to contribute to a function, there is no fixed assignment of function to components and interactions become very complex. Thus redundancy, in engineered systems, simply consists of providing spare components to identically replace failed or failing components in the system. Biological systems, in contrast, adapt or make different uses of existing components to replace failed or failing system parts. For instance, in the previously given example of communication, in a biological system if communication through speech (say) becomes impossible then other system attributes may be utilised, to accomplish the same outcome, such as sign language, for example. Alternatively if communication in an engineered system through radio (say) becomes impossible then a faulty component is diagnosed and replaced with a working identical replacement. It is thus clear that far from distributed redundancy being selected by evolution, it is rather a necessary condition for effective adaptation: Distributed redundancy refers to different elements facilitating the same outcomes, whereas regular redundancy refers to the function of identical elements.
The uptake and increasing prevalence of Web 2.0 applications, promoting new largescale and complex systems such as Cloud computing and the emerging Internet of Services/Things, requires tools and techniques to analyse and model methods to ensure the robustness of these new systems. This paper reports on assessing and improving complex system resilience using distributed redundancy, termed degeneracy in biological systems, to endow large-scale complicated computer systems with the same robustness that emerges in complex biological and natural systems. However, in order to promote an evolutionary approach, through emergent self-organisation, it is necessary to specify the systems in an 'open-ended' manner where not all states of the system are prescribed at designtime. In particular an observer system is used to select robust topologies, within system components, based on a measurement of the first non-zero Eigen value in the Laplacian spectrum of the components' network graphs; also known as the algebraic connectivity. It is shown, through experimentation on a simulation, that increasing the average algebraic connectivity across the components, in a network, leads to an increase in the variety of individual components termed distributed redundancy; the capacity for structurally distinct components to perform an identical function in a particular context. The results are applied to a specific application where active clustering of like services is used to aid load balancing in a highly distributed network. Using the described procedure is shown to improve performance and distribute redundancy.
Introduction
Robustness is a property that the increasingly prevalent complex, complicated, pervasive, embedded and ubiquitous computing systems, realising visions of modern computing such as cloud based services, will need to establish as their management outstrips the real time capabilities of systems' autonomous response or human reaction/comprehension. In this regard a useful definition of robustness, appropriated from the study of biological systems, is stability against external perturbations and internal variability. It is this biological robustness that is sought for these currently emerging large-scale computer systems. It has been observed and understood for some time now that, for machine resilience at least, there is a specific relationship between robustness and randomness [1] , without which errors are amplified through the systems. Thus in order to mimic biological robustness in these systems it is necessary to consider the appropriate aspects that render natural systems robust and consider the best way to introduce random elements into artificial (digital eco-) systems.
1.1. Theme and context: Learning from biological robustness 1.3 
. Structure of paper
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the system model, used throughout this paper, as a large-scale network graph. Section 3 defines the measurement of distributed redundancy, whilst Section 4 gives description of the techniques used in this paper to engender an increase in distributed redundancy; describing the observer system and details of the methods utilised by the inherent reasoning system to improve the system, the algebraic connectivity measure, the propagation of robust behaviour and the measurement of distributed redundancy. The proposed method is experimentally detailed formally in Section 5: The results are assessed with a simulation showing the increased distributed redundancy induced by an increasing algebraic connectivity at the component level. Section 6 applies this technique to a load-balancing solution and shows that unless robustness is specifically built into the system, through the proposed method, then performance will suffer, as the network will be unable to adapt in an agile way to new circumstances. Section 7 discusses the results and other work in this area, while Section 8 concludes the paper and looks at the future work remaining.
The system model
The original motivation to investigate the provision of distributed redundancy came about from the authors' work on the analysis of communities that emerge in large scale Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [10] or the Internet of Services (IoS) [11] following the application of self-organising algorithms; see [12] for an example analysing the communities that arise as a result of an application of load balancing based on beehive dynamics. Here the resource and application layers of the system interacted with many cross-layer dynamics engendering the emergence of communities. It is desirable to make these underlying vital communities as robust as possible in supplying the major functionality to the system. This paper addresses the problem of bringing the robustness of self-organising biological systems to computational systems by proposing a distributed Observer System to bridge the gap between network layers; including micro to meso to global level outcomes: The meso-level is conceived of as an intermediate perspective giving an accurate abstraction of component behaviour whilst maintaining a global view of emergent features (a fuller description is available in [13] ). The specification for the observers' deliberation is based in a particular form of mathematical logic that permits counterfactual reasoning giving efficient modelling strategies for handling the systems' openness.
For the purposes of this paper the system consists of a set of nodes spread across a geographical area: This set of nodes may be modelled by a network graph G = V , E where V is the set of network nodes and E is the set of connections between the members of V . No geographical knowledge is used in this paper and it is not assumed that the nodes necessarily know their position. No initial assumptions are made regarding the networks connectivity; although for the application, scale-free connectivity is required to permit equivalent testing. Each node is uniquely identified for message sending and holds a local view of its environment: It stores a list of the node identifiers for the nodes it is connected to, in its neighbour-list. A node can communicate directly with only its neighbours. The system is also assumed to be dynamic with nodes entering and leaving the system at any time causing remaining nodes to update their neighbour-lists accordingly. The observer nodes are separated from the system itself and monitor the target system, so that each observer is in the neighbour-list of its target nodes and every other observer at the same system level. Thus the observer nodes, in their entirety, possess an abstract (meso-level) model of the components' behaviour through the formation of a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) [14] over the network. Now, as previously discussed, this system needs to be considered as having distributed redundancy. It is suggested that, rather than components being specifically engineered for distinct functions with little interaction, future systems, with the benefits such as nanotechnology, smaller chip sizes and expansive memory, will rely on an evolutionary approach sponsored by distributed redundancy. These systems will be selective, rather than fully pre-programmed, which is a significant requirement to handle unpredictable situations in which programmed planning is impossible and novelty detection becomes very important. As it is thought that distributed redundancy in the previously mentioned ways permits the evolutionary selective approach, it is first necessary to formally consider the measurement of distributed redundancy and state the metrics required for the observer system.
Measuring distributed redundancy
As discussed so far, distributed redundancy ought to quantify the property of a system to have distinct, heterogeneous components capable of performing the same function in the system. Thus component output needs to be considered together with the mutuality of the components: In [15] a measure of distributed redundancy is proposed based on mutual information and entropy. If p(g) is the probability distribution for the value of some system component, g in the system G and p(g, h) is the joint distribution for pairs (g, h) with another system H(h ∈ H) then the usual definition of entropy is I(G) = − g∈G p(g) log p(g) for the single system G and I(G, H) = − g∈G h∈H p(g, h) log p(g, h) for the joint system Thus, for the system G, entropy I(G) is maximal when all system components contribute equal probabilities (p(g) = 1/n) giving I(G) = log n. So that mutual information is given by:
MI(G, H) = I(G) + I(H) − I(G, H)
Now, the inputs of the systems can be considered against the outputs to measure the distinctiveness of the components with the same outputs; At any time a subset of the system units, O , will be providing the system output. Thus the distributed redundancy of the system can be interpreted as:
where the expression within the brackets indicates the mean taken over i and G k i is the ith subset of k elements which it is possible to build from the n components of the system G. Thus it can be observed that D(G) tends to high values when the mutual information in the whole system (k = n) and the output system is high and when smaller subsets of components are contributing more to the output than larger subsets. This is fundamentally different from a normal measure of redundancy (where the components are structurally identical), which would be high if the sum of the mutual information between each component and the output system is much larger than the mutual information between the whole system and the output system.
Techniques for promoting increased distributed redundancy
The complexity of emerging computational systems, driven by the pervasive, heterogeneous nature and scale of the systems, renders control, maintenance and tuning extremely difficult and provides many parallels with biological system complexity. The trade-offs between robustness and complexity or centralised and decentralised control introduces extra factors seldom allowed for in any initial design-time computational system model: As presented this far, a gap remains between global emergent outcome (self-organisation) and the programming model for the component actions/interactions. This, in effect, means that it is not possible to specify all system eventualities at design-time for these systems. Thus, as noted, it is necessary to move from system design in an engineering sense to system selection in an (adaptive) evolutionary approach [3] . This paper is seeking to engender increased distributed redundancy through the introduction of engineered robustness followed by beneficial adaptations sponsored by random events at a local level. It is proposed to consider engineering robustness firstly through the optimisation of a connectivity measure (algebraic connectivity) at the previously mentioned meso-organisation level and secondly to promote efficient random propagation via neighbour comparison at the local level with measurable distributed redundancy emerging at the global level.
The algebraic connectivity metric
At the meso-level in a network system underlying networks of components contribute to the formation of an emergent network model. For instance a company Intranet can be considered as a single node on an Internet scale network graph. Thus increasing the connectivity of an underlying network ought to promote some beneficial effect in the containing network. In order to perform such reasoning it is necessary to portray networks in a manner that permits the extraction of suitable metrics. In this work particular matrices represent the networks: All matrices, of size n × n, are assumed to be of the form
The degree matrix for the graph
The adjacency matrix is similarly given by:
The graph Laplacian is the symmetric, zero-row-sum matrix formed by subtracting the adjacency matrix from the degree matrix:
The spectrum of the graph G consists of the n Eigen values, λ 0 λ 1 · · · λ n , of the Laplacian matrix, obtained by solving the characteristic equation det(L − λI) for λ where det is the matrix determinant, L is the Graph Laplacian and I is the identity matrix. 0 is always an Eigen value (λ 0 = 0 for all Laplacian matrices) and λ 1 > 0 is termed the algebraic connectivity. The greater the value of λ 1 the more connected the graph is with higher clustering (it is more difficult to split the graph up into separate components). It has been shown that the algebraic connectivity is a highly relevant measure in determining network robustness [16] . 
Neighbour comparison/propagation
Network neighbours compare their programming models as Markov Decision Problems: If a component discovers a neighbouring component performing better (based on the reward value of the MDP decided by the observer's global view) then, if it is capable, it adapts itself to the improved model. In this way the benefits of self-organisation, autonomous fault tolerance and fault recovery intervention (immunisation, etc.) are rapidly propagated across the system. It is assumed the components each control a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with the same underlying situation space, S. The component i has actions A i and reward function R i . The probability of a transition from situation s 1 to s 2 , when action a is attempted,
It is assumed that each component, i, implements a deterministic, stationary policy π i , inducing a Markov Chain p i (s 2 |s 1 ) = p i (s 2 |s 1 , π i (s 1 )). Also for all components, i and j, for each action π i (s) it is not necessarily the case that there exists an action a ∈ A j such that the distributions p j (.|s, a) and p i (.|s) are identical; thus a component can only emulate another component's model if it possesses the required functions. Thus for a component, i, gaining knowledge of another component, j's, transitions, though not necessarily the action that caused the transition, an augmented Bellman equation [17] for the value function, V , follows:
where γ is a discount on future rewards. Note that situations are used instead of states. Using the logic approach of situation calculus the domain is subject to reasoning whilst the deliberation over quantified situations allows many domain instances to be considered at one time rather than addressing each individual domain instantiation. Recent work on exploiting the propositional nature of such problems [18] has brought about techniques to provide solutions with domain state sizes of over 10 40 [19] .
The observer system deliberation metrics
In large-scale complex systems there are many interacting components, driven by simple local rules and domain norms, which are mostly ignorant of high-level system goals or states. Nevertheless global states emerge from these interactions that promote robustness and drive evolution. Holland [20] identified the fundamental fact that emergent properties need to be recognisable and recurring. This, at the very least, suggests some sort of cognitive provision is necessary to handle emergent behaviour, complexity, robustness and evolution in a runtime system. Thus the design principles used here rely on the cognitive observer system [21] overlay for peer-to-peer networks or self-organising autonomic systems, shown in Fig. 1 .
Briefly described this involves the specification of recognisable phenomena and signatures for emergence, the logical descriptions of component behaviours, the cognitive observer/deliberative functions, the grounding of emergent outcomes and the establishment of recurrence and recognition. This approach can be validated through simulation, whilst system evolution proceeds via runtime adaptation in response to domain sensing. In this paper early results on using this logic based Observer System to promote distributed redundancy, through self-organisation are reported upon. Specifically the benefits of employing mathematical logic, in this instance, include:
• The removal of the need to explicitly enumerate states and their transition functions.
• Behaviour is a consequence of deduction from the systems' description and a propositional account provides an abstract specification to prove properties of the system, entirely within the logic.
• Where deduction is efficient the system specification is also executable; thus rendering a simulator for the system as a side effect of the specification [22] .
To handle the dynamism within the domain situation calculus is used.
Situation calculus
In situation calculus fluent values, stating what is true in the system, are initialised in the starting situation (S 0 ) and change from situation to situation according to effect axioms for each action. The partial solution to the resultant frame problem [22] gives successor state axioms that largely specify the system together with action precondition axioms and the initial situation. So an initial situation, S 0 is the start of the situation calculus representation. An action, a, then changes this situation from S 0 to do(a, S 0 ) with the next action, a 1 say, changing the situation to do(a 1 , do(a, S 0 )) and so on. Thus a situation S n is comprised of a simple action history: a 1 a 2 . . . a n . The representation of knowledge and beliefs in the situation calculus is achieved by seeing the world states as action histories or situations with the concept of accessible situations [23] . So if s 1 and s 2 are situations then (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ K i means that in situation s 2 agent i considers s 1 a possible situation with K i an accessibility relation for agent i. That is all fluents known to hold in situation s 2 also hold in s 1 . So accessibility fluents may be specified: K i (s 1 , s 2 ) meaning in situation s 2 agent i thinks s 1 could be the actual situation. So knowledge for agent i(knows i ) can be formulated in a situation as:
This gives rise to a fluent to represent knowledge dynamics in the situation calculus. It is, thus, necessary to distinguish sensing (knowledge producing) actions by writing SR(sense φ , s) to denote that the action produced a result for φ.
. Summary
A number of the required concepts are now defined and in place to experiment with sponsoring an increase in distributed redundancy through network evolution. Firstly there is a method of measuring distributed redundancy. Secondly a component robustness metric, algebraic connectivity may be used to engineer robust components and ensure the selection of robust evolutionary traits. Thirdly the neighbour comparison procedure provides the means by which robustness is propagated throughout the system by local interaction. Finally this is managed, at the meso-level, by the observer system, in place to reason not only on the gap between component behaviour and global outcome but also on the algebraic connectivity of components. In this way the initially robustly engineered components are rewired, introducing randomness, with the observer system mediating to mimic selection, any resulting increased robustness is rapidly propagated through the components. It is then possible to measure the change in distributed redundancy in the whole system. The following section provides details of just such an experiment to assess the effect of this process on global system robustness, measured as distributed redundancy. Fig. 2 provides an overview of a deliberation process: In this example a component consists of a network of linked services, there will be a trigger for evolution, such as a service failure or network optimisation, which will enforce a rewiring, linking to another service (edge realignment of the component network graph).
Experiment: The effect of algebraic connectivity on robustness (distributed redundancy)
This rewiring is assessed and where it improves the component it is retained. In this work the robustness measure attribute will be the algebraic connectivity of the component, whilst the effect of this on the distributed redundancy of the network containing the component will be measured.
In this section the strategy to promote distributed redundancy in a large network will be assessed. The Observer System will operate a two-stage strategy to promote and increase distributed redundancy, across and between layers, in models such as the IoS. The network will consist of components themselves comprised of networks. Firstly component networks This simulation is encoded in Netlogo [24] with a Mathematica [25] link for Eigen decomposition. In order to simulate heterogeneity each atomic network node is randomly assigned an attribute number between 1 and 50 with the function of a node being the sum of its cooperating network nodes. Thus in order to maintain its function any node must seek a rewiring that links to the same attribute numbers in its network model.
Using an approach to signal grounding [26] within situation calculus, the action based semantics dictate the grounding of an emergent symbolic representation of the system by: do a, do a 1 , do(a, s) with SR(a, s) = SR a, do a 1 , do(a, s) where a is the sensing action for the algebraic connectivity λ 1 and a 1 is the rewiring action giving
Here then the action history do(a 1 , s) provides a set of actions by which the emergent feature of higher topological resilience (algebraic connectivity) is observed. To measure the distributed redundancy a simplified version of Eq. (1) is used, where the subsets of k elements are restricted to the neighbour nodes of each node. Each neighbourhood calculates its function based on the attribute number of its constituents. The level of distributed redundancy for each composed function can then be obtained and the overall level of distributed redundancy calculated as the fraction of repeated heterogeneously composed functions from the total unique functions. Thus a figure of 0 for the distributed redundancy measure means all the components are independent, whilst a figure of 1 portrays the situation where all the components perform the same function. 
Algebraic connectivity mediated rewiring and distributed redundancy
In Fig. 3 two hierarchical layers of a network system are shown with a particular node, of the 500 node, lower network highlighted to reveal its own internal network: The nodes of this network may also be composed of nested networks. The simulation proceeds by experimentally rewiring, with a probability p = 0.1, the components, which commenced as regular lattices of 50 nodes with a connectivity of 6: The highlighted component in Fig. 3 shows one successful application. This induces the well-known 'Small-World model' [27] . The algebraic connectivity of this node is then calculated, if the value, for the newly rewired network, exceeds the previous value then the change is preserved otherwise the rewiring is abandoned.
At various points in the network's evolution the average component algebraic connectivity is calculated together with the distributed redundancy amongst the components: Fig. 4 shows the results. Thus following identification of key communities, as occurred in [12] , the major functions of a system can be preserved and made robust, in a biological sense, by an observer system's adjustment of component connectivity to engender an increase in the whole system's distributed redundancy.
Application to improve robustness in load balancing
As mentioned in Section 1 there is much interest in engineering robust systems through biological inspiration and selforganisation. More recently the modelling and analysis of massive systems and data sets arising from the uptake of Web 2.0 applications have started to look at network analysis techniques in this regard; taking insights gained through the study of gene regulatory and metabolic networks, as in, for example, [28] . Biological research has provided motivations for dealing with these types of systems, exhibiting the application of dynamic processes on complex networks. In [12] the authors discovered that implementation of a distributed load-balancing solution based on natural insect foraging behaviour (honeybee foraging), at the network application layer caused a particular topology to be induced at the resource layer. This manifested itself as a small number of services (servers) attracting a disproportionate amount of connectivity from cooperating services whilst most services had only a small number of links. In this way well used, vital or similar services may be grouped to deal with load balancing through the topological structure of a large-scale SOA (or Cloud).
More specifically in [8] active clustering is considered, as a self-aggregation algorithm, to rewire the network. Application of this procedure is intended to group like-service instances together because many load-balancing algorithms, as exemplified in [29] , only work well in cases where the nodes are aware of their like nodes and can easily delegate workload to them.
Active clustering consists of iterative executions by each node in the network:
1. At a random time point the node becomes an "initiator" and selects a "matchmaker" node from its neighbours. 2. The "matchmaker" node searches for selects and causes a link to be formed between one of its neighbours that match the type of the "initiator" node and the "initiator" node. 3. The "matchmaker" removes the link between itself and its chosen neighbour.
This algorithm was studied extensively in [8] , showing the organisation of a complex network towards a steady state.
Further works in [30] and [8] have refined or adapted the algorithms. The "fast" algorithm does not allow the removal of a link between like nodes, whereas the "accurate" algorithm maintains the number of links and enforces that links between non-like nodes can only be added if another link between heterogeneous nodes is removed. Full details of the complete algorithm that switches between active fast and accurate as circumstances dictate may be found in [8] .
It is noted that this algorithm provides improved results for load balancing; there is, however, no consideration given to the effect on the network topology or the robustness of the rewired network. To address this issue the foregoing work, detailing the achievement of increased distributed redundancy through algebraic connectivity mediated rewiring, is utilised. This means that active clustering is only enacted in those cases were the robustness of the system is increased thus eradicating the possibility that the load-balancing strategy will compromise the systems resilience.
Load balancing with robustness experiment and results
In order to compare the described algorithms an experiment was established using simulations set up in Repast.NET [31] . The experiments were set up replicating the domain described in [8] , to allow as direct a comparison of results as possible: A scale-free network of 100 nodes with 10% heterogeneity (i.e. 10 different types of nodes and job types) was used. The experiment was run using active clustering alone and Algebraic Connectivity Mediated Active Clustering (ACMAC): For the ACMAC algorithm, the nodes iterate as before but observer system deliberation determines whether the rewiring proceeds: 1. At a random time point the node becomes an "initiator" and selects a "matchmaker" node from its neighbours. 2. The "matchmaker" node searches for selects and causes a link to be formed between one of its neighbours that match the type of the "initiator" node and the "initiator" node. 3. The observer system calculates the change in algebraic connectivity. 4. If the change is a positive value then the "matchmaker" removes the link between itself and its chosen neighbour, else the link between the initiator and the matchmaker's neighbour is removed.
Additionally for this experiment node/edge failure is taken into account: In a first simulation, at a certain time point 25% of the nodes (and their edges) were randomly removed from the network. In the second simulation, 25% of the edges were randomly removed from the network. The principal metric used in [8] , throughput, is further assessed here under these new experimental conditions: The throughput is the number of completed jobs per elapsed time. The simulations were repeated at least 20 times each.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 5 , revealing better long-term outcomes when algebraic connectivity is used with active clustering.
It is shown from the graphs in Fig. 5 that the initial throughput of jobs on the network is slowed by the application of the observer's algebraic connectivity algorithm. This is due to nodes having to wait for observer response before committing to the active clustering rewire. When failure scenarios are introduced, however, it is clear that, where active clustering has been performed only when it increases the algebraic connectivity of the network, then recovery is much better: In the case of node failure, performance is affected but recovers to near pre-failure values, whilst in the case of edge failure, the induced distributed redundancy ensures almost no discernable effect. This is in contrast to the case where active clustering is not mediated by increasing algebraic connectivity. In this case performance throughput falls and, although some recovery is made, throughput then only reaches a lower stable level. It thus seems to be clear that where active clustering proceeds only in the case of increased algebraic connectivity (previously shown to increase distributed redundancy) then the robustness of the systems operation, at least that measured by the throughput metric, is significantly improved.
Related work and discussion
It is generally accepted that network performance, scalability and robustness to various types of perturbations (such as random failures and targeted attacks), all depend on the network's topology [32] . This is clearly demonstrated by the results of the previous section, where distributed redundancy was induced in the network because the job allocation for load balancing could be spread over multiple network paths, each providing a different solution to the same problem. The stated aim of the work described in this paper was to bring the robustness of biological systems to computational systems by mimicking the distributed redundancy (degeneracy) observed in natural systems. It is acknowledged, by the authors, that the most straightforward way to demonstrate this, in computational systems, is via network path redundancy: The traversal from one node to another can be completed over many different routes with high algebraic connectivity. Nevertheless this method of engendering the required distributed redundancy (robustness) is applicable to most computing domains: The ubiquity of network analysis in computing is well established [32] . This has further implications for improving on biological systems through the currently emerging study of synthetic biology [33] . In the field of computation, network structures (or graphs) offer valuable techniques for modelling and investigating the relationships between computational entities (objects) [34] . In other words instead of performing the difficult calculation of distributed redundancy, when an efficient mapping exists to a network structure, more tractable and widely understood values such as edge and node betweenness can be used instead; more typically used to determine the related issue of community structure [35] .
In [36] natural connectivity is considered, characterising the redundancy of alternative paths between nodes by measuring the weighted number of closed walks of all lengths on the network. This measure uses the average Eigen value of the graph Laplacian and may provide another means of assessing robustness; albeit one that requires the full calculation of the Eigen value spectrum. For a more distributed solution it is sometimes possible to obtain the Eigen value results and optimise algebraic connectivity through edge addition [37] : Although it is not feasible to search for optimal link addition, good results can still be obtained using only local information; adding a link between a minimal degree node and another random node engenders a near maximum increase in algebraic connectivity. This method permits a more fine-grained observer system without recourse to a specific global perspective.
Conclusion and further works
The robust character displayed by biological and natural systems is widely attributed to their ability to evolve in response to environmental circumstances. This, in turn, is understood to arise as a result of the level of redundancy distributed over the system: There are structurally different components that can perform the same function. This paper has sought to engender such robustness through the promotion of distributed redundancy by optimising component level network structures and ensuring the rapid propagation of the best models of behaviour throughout the system. The results gained show that increased algebraic connectivity, measured as the first non-zero Eigen value of the Laplacian matrix of the network, across the components gives a measurably increased improvement in distributed redundancy.
Similar circumstances arise in market driven models of resource bargaining and acquisition between agents in multiagent systems, for instance. Furthermore peer-to-peer networks are highly sensitive to content placement, availability, fast search and resilient network structure. In particular, in this paper, load balancing, relevant to large scale services provision or cloud computing scenarios, is considered: To achieve load balancing the network is rewired to group like services together; the rewiring only proceeds if the network is also made more robust measured through increasing algebraic connectivity, which was earlier shown to engender high distributed redundancy in the containing system. The results showed increased resilience to node and edge failure as measured by the load-balancing performance. It is envisaged that the decentralised methods of promoting robustness reported on in this paper can be adapted for application to these and many other scenarios involving large computer systems.
Much further work remains to be completed in this area. It is still not clear what range of methods may be available to promote distributed redundancy or indeed what trade-offs, in terms of increased complexity; robustness or sensitivity may become apparent. Work is still very much on-going in looking at network characterisation in general and via its Laplacian spectrum in particular. Additionally as the computational cost of Eigen value derivation is high for large networks work is progressing in seeking predictable increases in algebraic connectivity using only local actions, without the need to recalculate the spectrum.
